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Abstract
This thesis was conducted at the Department of Mathematics at Uppsala University
and the company GEMS PET Systems AB, a subsidiary to GE Healthcare.
GE Healthcare is a $17 billion unit of General Electric Company (NYSE: GE), employing
more than 46,000 people worldwide and serving healthcare professionals in more
than 100 countries.
GEMS PET Systems AB (further referred to as GE Healthcare) develops, manufactures
and services cyclotrons (particle accelerators) from its Uppsala based business.
Cyclotrons produces radioactive isotopes that are used in various PET based (Positron
Emission Tomography) medical and research applications.
Cyclotrons are large and complex products involving multiple different types of sub,
support and control systems. This in combination with the extended life time of these
products causes the aftermarket, for both spare parts sales and service sales, to be
very commercially attractive as well as complex and demanding.
In this thesis an analysis is performed on the global spare parts consumption costs
related to the two cyclotron models PETTRACE 800 and PETTRACE 700. This aims to
identify the most significant variables impacting the overall spare parts consumption
cost for these products and create a regression model for this relationship.
This will also show which factors may need more granular data collection to enable
more in depth analysis in the future and to create more robust models. Possible
future applications could include models to estimate customer specific costs related
to service contract sales or extended warranty periods.
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1.

Introduction

In this thesis an analysis is performed on the global spare parts consumption costs
related to the two cyclotron models. This aims to identify the most significant factors
impacting the overall spare parts consumption cost for these products and create a
regression model for this relationship.
This introduction chapter aims on giving an overview and background for the
products, business and problem statement.

1.1

Cyclotrons - technology and applications

GE Healthcare develops, manufactures and services cyclotrons from its Uppsala
based business. A cyclotron is a particle accelerator able to produce radioactive
isotopes by accelerating negatively charged hydrogen ions (or deuterium) and finally
let them collide with a liquid or solid material. Depending on the material bombarded
and the energy used you are able to create different radioactive isotopes.
There are today two models of cyclotrons manufactured at GE Healthcare that are
able to produce a number of different radioactive isotopes used in PET based
(Positron Emission Tomography) medical and research applications. The smaller
cyclotron PETTRACE 700 are accelerating ions up to 9.6 MeV with an extracted beam
current of up to 50µA while the larger product PETTRACE 800are able to accelerate
ions up to 16.5 MeV with an extracted beam current of up to 130µA.
PET (Positron emission tomography) is a technique for obtaining a 3 dimensional
image of a structure or process in the body. The radioactive isotope produced by the
cyclotron is introduced to the area of interest in the body using various
compounds/molecules. As the radioactive isotope decades it will emit positrons that
nearly instantly annihilates with surrounding electrons, causing two gamma rays to
move out in 180 degrees direction. Using several detector rings you can record the
gamma arrays events and reconstruct a 3 dimensional image of the area in the body
that the radioactive isotope is concentrated to. By repeating this process at multiple
timings you are also able to see changes in cell activity in the area which is useful in
many applications, e.g. before and after tumor treatments.
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1.2

Background and objective

Cyclotrons are large and complex products involving multiple different types of sub,
support and control systems. This in combination with the extended life time of these
products causes the aftermarket, for both spare parts sales and service sales, to be
very commercially attractive. But given the fairly low volume of installed products the
spare parts business model remains complex and demanding. There are today
roughly 290 cyclotrons of these specific two models installed globally. This number is
growing at a rate of 20-25 per year.
There have not yet been done any in-depth statistical analysis of the spare parts
consumption for these two models of cyclotrons. This in combination with the fact
that the installed base has grown from roughly 100 cyclotrons in 2004 to today
almost 300 make is both very interesting as well as useful to perform a study.
The aim of this study is to analyze the spare parts consumption during the years
2004-2011 and will be a unique opportunity to identify key factors impacting spare
parts consumption cost. These factors will be used to create a model for the spare
parts consumption cost for a specific customer profile.
For this specific analysis the factors are unfortunately not quantifiable in a way to
enable a detailed model to be setup. Most of the factors are either high/low or not
quantifiable.
Results of the analysis would identify significant factors that will need a more
quantitative data collection model moving forward to enable more qualitative
analysis in the future. This could in the long term enable detailed cost models to be
created to be used for service contract sales.

1.3

Limitation

Spare parts consumption can be analyzed in many various ways, both with labor and
travel costs included or even totally excluding costs and solely at parts quantities. For
this specific study I will be focusing solely on the parts cost related to the spare parts
consumption. I will be standardizing the parts cost for all consumption year reviewed
to have a comparative view, that is all costs are set to the standard of 2011.
Further the spare parts consumption will be studied for products of ages 2-8 years
only. Above 8 years the data points start getting too few to obtain a qualitative
picture and during year 1 there is much variation in the data. This can be due to
multiple factors, e.g. initial installation issue, un-experienced installation resources
excess warranty utilization. Due to this the first year of usage is excluded from this
analysis.
7

2.

Analysis

2.1

Data for analysis

Within GE Healthcare a separate global business is setup to manage spare parts
stocking and distribution for all products across GE Healthcare. This business has a
network of warehouses setup globally to enable the service organization quick
access to spare parts from regionally located stocking locations. This setup
complicates the access to actual spare parts consumption related data from the
source manufacturing location while it solely serves as a feeder plant for the spare
parts business.
For this specific study the data collected are based on the parts consumption
transactions recorded by the local service teams in their respective service dispatch
support systems. These dispatch systems contains detailed information for each
spare part usage, e.g. date/time stamps, use category, customer information, labor
cost/time and part cost.

2.1.1 Response variable and original factors
In this study the response variable of focus is the total cost of parts for one specific
product during the period of one year.
In the data analyzed each record/data point is represented by the total cost for spare
parts for one specific customer during one complete year of service. The years are
defined as rolling (not calendar) full-year of use starting at the installation date of the
specific product. This rolling year is also used as one of the factors (Age) that are
described more in detail in the next section.
To make sure to have a comparative analysis all spare parts costs are transformed
into the standard cost of the year 2011.
In the data set a few factors of interest are identified and part of the data collection.
These are factors that could potentially have a significant impact to the overall spare
parts consumption. Below are a summary of the identified factors:
Install year:

Year when the cyclotron was initially installed at the specific
customer.

Age:

Full year of product life at time of parts usage. For the given
data set the ages of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 years are used.
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A: Region:

Geographical location where the product is installed and used,
grouped into larger regions. Regions used for the given data set
are Americas, EMEA (Europe, Middle East and Africa) and Asia.

B: Product:

Showing the cyclotron model installed. Products included in the
data set are PETTRACE 700 and PETTRACE 800.

C: Segment:

Main type of business segment that customer is performing in;
either Commercial distribution or Academic use. Commercial
distributors re-sell produced radioactive isotopes to multiple
hospitals within a reasonable geographical distance limited by
the isotope decay time.

D: Use:

Level of system usage. Does the specific customer use their
product very intense and/or often or do they use it non-intense
and/or rare? Also takes into account if the customer is running
at high/low beam currents. In the data set they are labeled Low
and High.

E: Skill:

Does the customer have a high technical knowledge of the
specific product and its use or is the customer relatively
unfamiliar with the technology and/or a new user? In the data
set they are labeled Low and High.

2.1.2 Data compiling and pre-processing
A complete extract of historical records for all spare parts consumption for the years
2004-1011 was obtained from a consolidate Enterprise Data Warehouse (EDW).
Before starting the analysis the data requires some compiling, re-organization and
selection.
First all non-relevant data are removed, for this specific study that are data related
to:
- Non-full year of use during year 2004 and 2011.
- Specific products being out of use.
- Specific products being moved to a new location during the period.
- Specific products being returned to supplier during the period.
- Specific customers sourcing spare parts from other parties.
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Following that, each of these customers filtered out was reviewed and assessed for
the factors identified and described in section 2.1.1. Some of the factors was already
part of the historical data extract (Install year, Age, Region, Product) but for the other
(Segment, Use, Skill) they were reviewed and assessed by 9 persons with various roles
within the service- and marketing organizations.
Upon completion of that exercise a final data set with 599 data points are obtained.
These data points consist of over 14,000 records for the consumption of nearly
20,000 spare parts at a value of over SEK 60 million.
As earlier described each of the 599 data points represent one full year of spare part
consumption cost related to one specific product and customer. Each data point
includes all of the seven factors to be analyzed.

2.1.3 Coded design factors
Using coded factors when performing analysis and model fitting is a widely used
technique. It not only makes the main effect of the factors comparable but also
simplified the setup, analysis and comparability for interactions while it makes the
design orthogonal.
For the factors of interest we notice that most of them are unfortunately not
quantitative and we may not fully assume linearity in the main effect of the factors.
But even though, the benefit for interactions by partially using a 2k design over
weights. Based on this reasoning each 2-level factor is reviewed for its main effect
and assigned the coded factor -1 for the low value and 1 for the high value.
For the specific factor A: Region an additional step is taken to reduce it from a 3-level
into a 2-level factor by merging two levels that statistically have the same mean.
In the ANOVA and following Tukey’s pairwise comparisons test in Table 1 it clearly
shows that EMEA and Americas are not statistically different in terms of mean and
based on this they are merged into one single level of the factor.
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Analysis of Variance for Cost
Source
A: REGION
Error
Total

DF
2
596
598

SS
5.943E+11
3.866E+12
4.460E+12

MS
2.971E+11
6.486E+09

F
45.81

P
0.000

Individual 95% CIs For Mean (Based on Pooled StDev)
Level
Asia
EMEA
Americas

N
244
242
113

Mean
62887
123075
133862

StDev ---+---------+---------+---------+--70607 (--*--)
84757
(--*--)
90789
(----*----)
---+---------+---------+---------+---

Pooled StDev = 80538

60000 90000 120000 150000

Tukey's pairwise comparisons
Family error rate = 0.0500
Individual error rate = 0.0196
Critical value = 3.31
Intervals for (column level mean) - (row level mean)
Asia
EMEA

EMEA

-77290
-43087

Americas

-92424

-32264

-49525

10691

Table 1: MINITAB output for ANOVA and Tukey’s pairwise comparisons test for the factor A: REGION
showing the reason for changing to a 2-level factor.
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Based on the main effects plot in Figure 1 the coded variables assigned for each of
the five 2-level factors are:
A: Region:
B: Product:
C: Segment:
D: Use:
E: Skill:

-1: Asia
-1: PETTRACE 700
-1: Academic
-1: Low
-1: Low

1: ROW (Rest of world)
1: PETTRACE 800
1: Commercial
1: High
1: High

For the two additional factors Install year and Age they remain in their original units.

Figure 1: Main Effects Plot output from MINITAB, Data Means for Cost

2.2

Calculations

2.2.1 Data transformation
When the response variable is showing a non-constant variance or non-normal
distribution you can many times improve this by transforming the original response
variable and perform the analysis on the transformed data instead.
It is worth to not that by introducing transformations to your response variable you
will also make the result interpretation more complicated while you will not be able to
interpret the model in your ordinary/engineering units, but still the benefits for
variance stabilization and increased model fitting usually over weights these
challenges.
Identifying non-constant variance can be done either graphically by reviewing
different residual plots or statistically tested, e.g. by Bartlett’s test or Levene test.
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While the graphical review of the residuals plot in many cases are perfectly good to
identify these non-constant variance patterns as well as non-normality patterns we
will be studying various residuals plots for the given set of data.
One powerful and widely used technique for transformation is the power family of
transformations, y* = y λ, where the factor λ is chosen.
Box-Cox is a useful method to optimize λ for a power transformation of the response
variable. It is an iteration based method that performs an ANOVA for multiple values
of λ with the target to minimize SSE (λ) using maximum-likelihood method.
Statistical software usually plots the λ and its standard deviations for each iteration
step to graphically (Figure 2) show the impact on variance for different values of λ.

Figure 2: MINITAB Box-Cox plot for the optimal λ for transforming the response data

To have a reference set for the residuals plots a Box-Cox transformation is done for
the response data are plotted side by side. An optimal λ = 0.225 is identified and used
for the response variable transformation as shown in Figure 2.
Based on the two sets of response variables, non-transformed and Box-Cox
transformed, each of the residual plots of interest is plotted side by side in Figure 3.
-

Histogram of residuals (Figure 3-A, 3-D) and Normal probability plots (Figure 3B, 3-E) clearly indicates that one important objective for further analysis is
improved; to have a normally distributed response variable.

-

Residuals versus fit plot (Figure 3-C, 3-F) concludes that the inequality of
variance problem seen in the original non-transformed response variable is
basically completely removed by the transformation applied.
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Figure 3-A: Histogram of the Residuals

Figure 3-D: Histogram of the Residuals

Figure 3-B: Normal Probability Plot of the Residuals

Figure 3-E: Normal Probability Plot of the Residuals

Figure 3-C: Residuals Versus the Fitted Values

Figure 3-F: Residuals Versus the Fitted Values

Figure 3: Standardized residuals plots before and after Box-Cox transformation of the response variable
obtained from MINITAB statistical software.
Figure 3-A, 3-B, 3-C: Without transformation
Figure 3-D, 3-E, 3-F: Box Cox transformed with optimal λ=0.225

2.2.2 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
ANOVA is a statistical method, or more correctly a group of methods, used to
statistically examine differences in mean between multiple (two or more) data sample
groups. Groups could be factors/treatments of combinations of the same as well as
sample groups.
This method is based on decomposition the total sums of squares into partitions
related to the main effects and interested interactions in the model and can be easily
shown in the one factor ANOVA case. Assume we have a levels for the given factor
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and b observations for each level of the factor, in total n = a x b observations. Overall
mean µ and level effect τ.
From Montgomery (2009) we have that each observation y can be described
(

{

)

(Equation 1)

with the total sums of squares
∑

∑

(

)

(Equation 2)

Total sums of squares can then easily be partitioned into main factor effects and if
interesting also interaction effects. In practice the decomposition can carry on as
long as there are available degrees of freedom to still perform the F-test.
∑

(

)

∑

∑

(

)

(Equation 3)

Given the H0 hypothesis that there is no difference in means for the different levels of
the factor the test variable is formed as
(

)

(

)

(Equation 4)

Hypothesis H0 will be rejected if
, alternatively a P-value for the test
can be calculated based on the percentage points of the F distribution to give better
visibility to the test significance level for each factor and interaction of interest.
A more detailed review of the above subject and proof of the theory are found in
Montgomery (2009).
Statistical ANOVA methods are most widely used for planned experiments with
balanced data for which the method is most powerful. For this specific analysis the
data obtained are historical records not from a planned experiment and not
balanced. But it is still justified using an ANOVA approach as a first step to make a
rough review and determination of the more significant and interesting factors and
interactions. By doing this it is possible, in a simple way, to scale down the full model
and obtain a reduced model to be used for further regression analysis and model
fitting as described in detail in section 2.2.3.
Given the transformed response variable we do now have a data set that fulfill the
basic requirements for being able to perform an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA);
normally distributed response variable and equal variance.
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Based on the full model the analysis of variance calculations are completed and
summarized in the ANOVA table shown in Table 2. As earlier described the first rough
determination of significant and interesting factors and interactions are done using
this full model ANOVA and the original model is adjusted to include only these
identified factors and interactions. This adjusted model is called the reduced model
and a second round of analysis of variance calculations are completed and
summarized in the ANOVA table shown in Table 3. Analysis of variance calculations
for the reduced model are done to make sure all factors are significant at a
reasonable high level and that no further adjustments to the model is needed. We are
now ready to continue with the analysis and regression model fitting.

ANOVA for the full model
Source of Variation
INSTALL
Age
A: Region
B: Product
C: Segment
D: Use
E: Skill
AB
AC
AD
AE
BC
BD
BE
CD
CE
DE
ABC
ABD
ABE
ACD
ACE
ADE
BCD
BCE
BDE
Error
Total

DF
11
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
557
598

SS
522.33
76.966
714.05
677.388
300.975
284.762
4.456
33.793
17.48
35.959
8.841
0.007
0.464
2.054
0.158
39.81
22.255
1.265
18.702
5.312
0.166
1.124
0.051
4.663
5.066
23.162
2717.538
5518.795

Adjusted SS
69.578
62.37
13.179
68.243
0.736
39.31
2.172
11.994
3.577
20.422
2.619
1.37
0.22
2.263
3.018
2.203
0.035
11.116
38.29
0.09
1.61
1.624
7.021
4.533
0.431
23.162
2717.538

Adjusted MS
6.325
10.395
13.179
68.243
0.736
39.31
2.172
11.994
3.577
20.422
2.619
1.37
0.22
2.263
3.018
2.203
0.035
11.116
38.29
0.09
1.61
1.624
7.021
4.533
0.431
23.162
4.879

Table 2: Analysis of Variance table for full model, output data from MINITAB
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F
1.30
2.13
2.70
13.99
0.15
8.06
0.45
2.46
0.73
4.19
0.54
0.28
0.05
0.46
0.62
0.45
0.01
2.28
7.85
0.02
0.33
0.33
1.44
0.93
0.09
4.75

P
0.222
0.048
0.101
0.000
0.698
0.005
0.505
0.117
0.392
0.041
0.464
0.596
0.832
0.496
0.432
0.502
0.933
0.132
0.005
0.892
0.566
0.564
0.231
0.336
0.766
0.030

ANOVA for reduced model
Source of Variation
Age
A: Region
B: Product
C: Segment
D: Use
E: Skill
AB
AD
ABC
ABD
BDE
Error
Total

DF
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
582
598

SS
197.82
910.12
664.48
321.27
351.58
8.53
40.33
84.62
0.87
19.55
70.74
2848.88
5518.8

Adjusted SS
98.88
44.63
241.1
44.3
284.48
20.42
21.36
75.07
14.24
34.08
70.74
2848.88

Adjusted MS
16.48
44.63
241.1
44.3
284.48
20.42
21.36
75.07
14.24
34.08
70.74
4.89

F
3.37
9.12
49.25
9.05
58.12
4.17
4.36
15.34
2.91
6.96
14.45

P
0.003
0.003
0.000
0.003
0.000
0.042
0.037
0.000
0.089
0.009
0.000

Table 3: Analysis of Variance table for reduced model, output data from MINITAB

2.2.3 Regression analysis – model fitting
In many practical applications you are interested in finding the relationship between
multiple factors or variables and the obtained response or result.
The mathematical model that describes the relationship between the response and
the independent factors are called a regression model. Multiple linear regression is a
simple form of the model that can be described mathematically as an equation with
the independent factors as unknowns, from Alm & Britton (2008) we have the basic
linear regression model
∑

(Equation 5)

The basic method is to fit a dependent set of responses yi to a set of independent
factors xij. This is usually done using the least square method to estimate the
coefficients β such that the error (ε) sum of squares is minimized. A very convenient
way to accomplish this is to re-write Equation 5 in matrix form y = X β + ε and then
find the estimated coefficients β* that minimizes
∑

(

) (

)

(Equation 6)

Which by deriving and simplifying leads to a simple matrix expression for the β* least
square estimator
(

)

(Equation 7)

Based on Equation 7 the fitted regression model can now be expressed in scalar form
as
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∑

(Equation 8)

When comparing the theoretical regression model shown in Equation 5 with this
fitted regression model the difference between them is the vector of residuals. Based
on this vector the error sums of squares can be calculated and further used to
estimate the variance of the regression model as shown in Equation 9.

(

) (

)
(Equation 9)

As in the ANOVA calculations the total sums of squares can be partitioned into
SSTotal = SSRegression + SSError and tested for the significance of regression against the
hypotheses using an F-test
(Equation 10)

(

(Equation 11)

)

If H0 is rejected,
, this shows that at least one of the factors
significantly impacts the regression model and this is usually summarized in a
regression ANOVA table including the P-value from the F-test.
A more detailed review of the above subject and proof of the theory are found in
Montgomery (2009).
If H0 was rejected further analysis may be required to identify which factor (or factors)
that are the significant contributors to the regression model. This is done by
performing tests on individual regression coefficients and interactions. Hypotheses
for these individual tests are similar to the prior ones with the modification of being
just individual and the test performed a t-test
(Equation 12)
(
√

)

(Equation 13)

If H0 is rejected,
, this shows that the specific factor significantly
impacts the regression model. This is usually summarized in a regression analysis
table including the P-value from the t-test.
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It is important to understand that the tests performed and calculated P-values only
apply to the specific model being analyzed. If factors in the model are removed,
added or changed the calculations will be different and the result may not be the
same for significance of regression and significant coefficients.
For this specific analysis all data are obtained from historical records, due to this the
regression analysis method is a suitable way to analyze the data and fit a regression
model. Regression analysis does not require data from planned experiments and
have no problem to adjust for non-balanced data as it utilized the least square
method to optimize the parameters.
As the factors of the reduced model was already identified and selected in the ANOVA
in section 2.2.2 the regression analysis calculations and tests can be performed as
described in section 2.2.3 and summarized in Table 4.
Regression Analysis for the reduced model
The regression equation is
Cost* = 11.3 + 0.218 AGE + 0.343 A: Region + 0.851 B: Product
+ 0.397 C: Segment + 0.955 D: Use - 0.225 E: Skill - 0.258 AB
- 0.429 AD - 0.227 ABC + 0.338 ABD + 0.386 BDE
Predictor
Constant
Age
A: Region
B: Product
C: Segment
D: Use
E: Skill
AB
AD
ABC
ABD
BDE
S = 2.205

R-Sq = 48.3%

Analysis of Variance
Source
DF
Regression
11
Residual Error
587
Total
598

Coef
11.3372
0.21769
0.3425
0.8514
0.3975
0.9551
-0.2249
-0.2576
-0.4289
-0.2271
0.3384
0.386

StDev
0.2666
0.04968
0.1138
0.1207
0.1317
0.1247
0.1062
0.1231
0.1098
0.133
0.1271
0.1007

T
42.53
4.38
3.01
7.05
3.02
7.66
-2.12
-2.09
-3.91
-1.71
2.66
3.83

P
0.000
0.000
0.003
0.000
0.003
0.000
0.035
0.037
0.000
0.088
0.008
0.000

MS
242.22
4.86

F
49.81

P
0.000

R-Sq(adj) = 47.3%

SS
2664.4
2854.4
5518.8

Table 4: Regression analysis and Analysis of Variance table for the reduced model, output data from
MINITAB
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In Table 4 we see all the details for the regression analysis performed:
-

-

-

2.3

The regression equation for the model is the estimator for the transformed
cost for one year of operation given the factors in the model. Note that the
actual estimated cost would be (Cost*)1/0,225 .
From the list of predictor coefficients we can identify the strongest
contributors among the factors and interactions based on the performed Ttest.
R2-adjusted is calculated at 0.473 and is a measure on the reduction of
variability in the response given the specific factors in the regression model.
ANOVA for the regression model clearly shows the significance of regression
for the created regression model with a p-value of 0.000.

Regression model diagnostics (cross-validation)

Once a model is created based on given criterion and assumptions it is useful to
perform some kind of model adequacy checking to verify the model actually does
what it was intended to do. Given the regression model obtained in section 2.2.3 we
now want to check if the model is reliable, stable and how it would perform for
predicting future responses.
As per Kutner, Nachtsheim & Neter (2004) the preferred method to assess the
effectiveness of a regression model is to test is against new data. In reality this may
be hard to achieve due to various reasons.
One challenge for assessing the models effectiveness without obtaining new data is
to choose the data by which to test the model on. A common error is that we use the
same data for evaluating as we earlier used to model, this would yield an
overoptimistic result (called over-fitting). One way to avoid over-fitting is to split the
data into two sets in an attempt to simulate generation of new response data and
then use the first set to model and then test the effectiveness on the second set, this
is often referred to as Cross-validation.
Alternative model adequacy checking methods are reviewed in Montgomery (2009).
Cross-validation is a way of statistically testing the given regression models ability to
predict responses that is performed in multiple iterations. For more in-depth theory
and discussions about cross-validation methods see “A survey of cross-validation
procedures for model selection”, written by Sylvain Arlot and Alain Celisse and
published by Statistics Surveys.
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One basic technique as per Kutner, Nachtsheim & Neter (2004) is to randomly split
your full data set into two groups, one large data sub-set called training set and one
smaller data sub-set called validation set. Based on the training set and your
predefined model parameters you redo the regression analysis to create a regression
model with new coefficients based on the training set. Using this new regression
model equation you calculate the predicted responses for each of the data points in
the validation set (using those specific factors). For your validation set you will now
have both a predicted response y* and actual response y for each of the data points,
this will be used for studying the statistics of the residual y* - y.
This above described process is repeated multiple times to reduce variability as well
as increase the number of residuals. Based on the final set of residuals you will be
looking at the statistical behavior of the residuals, distribution, variance and mean
are a few key factors to review.
For this specific analysis a cross-validation test is performed for the 599 data records.
Randomly 499 records are chosen to form the training set, remaining 100 records
form the validation set. Based on the 499 records in the training set the regression
analysis is performed using the same factors and interactions as in the original
model, this result in a regression model with new coefficients.
This new regression model is then used to predict the response y* for the 100
remaining records using their factors and interactions.
Process is repeated 20 times to finally have a set of 2000 actual response values y
and their predicted response values y*.
Residual y*-y is summarized in Figure 4 and examined for mean, variance and
distribution to give an indication on if the model is stable. The distribution for the
residuals appear balanced and mean close to 0 which are all good signs on stability
and reliability. However the variance appears fairly high which could be an
explanation and visualization to the, earlier mention, fairly low R2-adjusted at 0473.
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Figure 4: Summary of descriptive statistics for Residual y* - y, graphical output from MINITAB

2.4

Prediction of a new observation

In many practical applications the main purpose of finding a relation and creating a
regression model is to be able to predict future possible observations. As earlier lined
out the regression model for the transformed response are

(Equation 14)

From Montgomery (2009) we have that a prediction interval for a future observation
y0 can be calculated
√̂ (

(

)

)

√̂ (

(

)

)

(Equation 15)

Based on Equation 15, prediction intervals for four key factor combinations are
calculated and displayed in engineering scale units in Table 5. Combinations are
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selected as top 4 of the represented combinations of the data sample, together these
4 combinations represent 51% of the sample size taken an age neutral approach.
From Montgomery (2009) we have that the variance are estimated as ̂ = MSError
from the Regression Analysis in Table 4.
Factors:
Age
A: Region
B: Product
C: Segment
D: Use
E: Skill

Combination 1
1: First year
1: ROW
1: PT 800
1: Commercial
1: High
1: High

Combination 2
1: First year
1: ROW
1: PT 800
1: Commercial
1: High
-1: Low

Combination 3
1: First year
1: ROW
1: PT 800
-1: Academic
-1: Low
-1: Low

Combination 4
1: First year
-1: Asia
-1: PT 700
-1: Academic
-1: Low
-1: Low

Prediction interval
Upper, α=0.025 (95%)
Lower, α=0.025 (95%)

383,485
20,446

353,939
17,493

252,520
8,753

72,364
335

Upper, α=0.05 (90%)
Lower, α=0.05 (90%)

321,625
28,204

295,882
24,398

208,055
12,883

55,913
723

Upper, α=0.1 (80%)
Lower, α=0.1 (80%)

260,249
39,780

238,441
34,790

164,613
19,361

40,721
1,527

Table 5: Prediction intervals for four factor combinations at 3 levels of α (0.025, 0.05 and 0.01), output
data from MINITAB

As all of the examined combinations show very large prediction intervals, due to the
variance, it may be of interest to examine the upper limits of the prediction intervals
as these are an indicator of the “worst case” scenarios.
In Figure 5 a response surface
and contour plot is shown for
α=0.1 for the age interval 0-10
year.
Interesting to note is that the
variability between the
combinations (C1-C4) is much
greater than within the
combination. This strengthens
the assumption that there is a
strong correlation between the
factors and response variable.
Figure 5: Response surface and contour plot for prediction interval
upper limit (α=0.1) from MS Excel software
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3.

Conclusions

In the ANOVA performed in section 2.2.2 multiple factors and interactions have been
identified that have a statistical significant impact on the response.
Based on these a reduced model have been created that in the regression analysis in
section 2.2.3 show a significance of regression at a P-value < 0.0001. This is evidence
that there is a strong relationship between the factors in the model and the given
response.
However there are still very much uncertainty and questions around the regression
model. A R2-adjusted at 0.473 is far from impressive but could still be acceptable, but
in combination with the relatively high variance shown for the residuals from the
cross-validation test in section 2.3 the model appears weak.
Last but not least the adequacy check done on the models prediction capabilities in
section 2.4 clearly shows the models inability to predict responses at an acceptable
and required a level of confidence.
These issues raise concern around the actual linearity of the regression model and
the impact from having non-quantitative factors in the model.
But nonetheless, based on the regression analysis summarized in Table 4, it is clear
that there are three outstanding factors impacting the cost of spare parts; Product
(level of energy), Use (intense/non-intense and level of beam current) and Age.
So even though the retrieved regression model clearly is not useful for predicting
future observations at a satisfactory level of confidence the analysis did however
highlight important factors that would be primary options for any future in depth
analysis and modeling which will be elaborated in section 4.
Main limitation for reaching conclusions is that the factors are not quantitative. To
prove a linear or non-linear regression model and create a good predictive regression
model the main significant factors would probably have to be quantitative.
In this thesis the analysis was done using a regression approach assuming a linear
model. This linear model’s effectiveness was then evaluated using a cross-validation
method.
One possible alternative approach could have been to use a cross-validation method
for regression model selection. This would probably have given a much less complex
model with only minor loss in accuracy, stability and predictability.
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4.

Recommendations

As already touched in section 3 there are three outstanding factors impacting the
cost of spare parts; Product (level of energy), Use (intense/non-intense and level of
beam current) and Age. All of these main factors are connected and dependent as
they all impact on the subject of: level of use combined with active time of use.
Figure 6 (left side) shows an MS Excel graph for the relation between actual
observations cost and the [Product: Energy] X [Use: Beam current/level]. Given Figure
6 (left side) the need for quantitative factors instead of Low/High becomes even more
obvious.

Figure 6: Left side: Mean and 95% confidence interval for combinations of Product and Use for the
examined data sample. Right side: Future possible scenarios with quantitative data?

Granular quantitative factors (energy level, beam current, active use periods) would
most likely give a stronger model and show if the relation is linear (or logarithmic,
exponential, polynomial etc.). Figure 6, right side, visualizes a possible scenario given
quantitative data for main factors. Note that this is only personal guessing and no
supporting evidence exists.
But it could also raise additional questions, e.g. does start/stop operations impact
spare parts consumption for certain groups of components? This could add
additional requirements for quantitative data to reach a robust and predictive model.
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